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We consider the generic scenario of dark energy which arises through the latent heat of a hidden
sector first order cosmological phase transition. This field could account for the extra radiation
degree of freedom suggested by the CMB. We present the bubble nucleation solution for the viscous
limit. The decay rate of the field is constrained by published KSZ data, and may be an explanation
of current excess ISW correlations. Cross correlation of current and future surveys can further
constrain or test the parameter space. The decay model is plausibly in the observable range, and
avoids anthropic problems. This class of models is not well constrained by the popular dark energy
figure of merit.
PACS numbers: 98.80.Es,98.80.Cq
Introduction. – Dark Energy is one of the most mys-
terious puzzles in modern physics. In this paper we con-
sider the possibility that dark energy is a mundane first
order phase transition in a hidden sector thermal field.
Such phase transitions have been proposed at these low
temperatures[2, 3], and the energy scales might arise nat-
urally in a seesaw mechanism[4]. Standard cosmological
phase transitions are described in textbooks[5]. In or-
der for a false vacuum to sustain an accelerating epoch
dominated by dark energy, the phase transition must be
strongly first order. The nucleation to the true vacuum
can occur through quantum and thermal tunnelling pro-
cesses. The rates depend exponentially on the details of
the potential. In order for the universe to appear ac-
celerating over a substantial history, the rates cannot be
much higher than the inverse age of the universe. Thus,
the phase transition must occur through the nucleation of
discrete bubbles. If the false vacuum life time is shorter
than 19 Gyr[1], the phase transition will eventually com-
plete through the collision of bubbles, which have sizes
and separations comparable to the visible universe to-
day. Otherwise, the expansion rate of the universe wins
over the nucleation rate, and the vacuum dominated re-
gions dominate in volume. This has been interpreted to
lead to problems with Boltzman brains (ibid). So it is
interesting to observationally test if the nucleation rate
might indeed be high enough to eliminate this potential
problem.
It has been debated how generic a very strongly first
order phase transition is[6], and some amount of tuning
is required to be “just right” for it to explain the super-
nova data. We feel that this amount of tuning is modest
compared to that required for a slow roll scenario, which
is the most fashionable dark energy model today[7].
We compute the physical properties of nucleating bub-
bles, and observational consequences if we live inside one.
The bubble boundary expands at close to the speed of
light, and the line of sight will generally not intersect a
bubble boundary unless we live inside it. We find that
most of the dark energy decays into a fluid concentrated
in the outer 0.01% of the bubble radius. KSZ constrains
our region to have nucleated not more than about 3 Gyr
ago. We propose future observational tests for these bub-
bles, which include KSZ cross correlations, and high pre-
cision dipole anisotropy searches in the local matter dis-
tribution.
Scenario. – The simplest scenario is a hidden sector
radiation fluid which currently only interacts with bary-
onic matter through gravity, much like dark matter. Cur-
rent CMB data suggests that an extra radiative degree of
freedom may be present[8], at a temperature comparable
to that of neutrinos. The number of radiation degrees
of freedom is usually quoted as the effective number of
neutrino species, Neff = 4.34
+0.86
−0.88. There are 3 known
neutrino species, leaving room for an extra light field or
radiation fluid at z ∼ 1000. As the universe expands and
cools, this fluid could undergo a first order phase tran-
sition. For a phase transition temperature of ∼ 20K, at
z ∼ 10, the resulting false vacuum energy could explain
today’s apparent cosmological constant. As the universe
expands, the false vacuum state can tunnel to the true
vacuum, either thermally or quantum mechanically. If
the tunnelling rate is comparable to today’s universe age,
the universe could exit the trapped dark energy state
through bubble nucleation. During the factor of ten cos-
mic expansion since the false vacuum trapping, the fluid
has cooled to a tenth of the potential energy difference.
The decaying vacuum will expand into this fluid. If vis-
cosity is neglible, the vacuum energy decay will all end
up in the kinetic energy of the bubble wall, which would
then move at ultra relativistic speeds. In the presence of
viscosity, the wall sweeps up the ambient radiation fluid,
and the vacuum decay generates entropy in the fluid,
which moves outward. The details of the bubble wall not
important, all the energetics is dominated by the swept
up fluid and the entropy generated by the decayed vac-
uum. We shall solve the dynamics in the next section.
Dynamics. – The hydrodynamic solution of decay of
vacuum energy was solved in [9]. In the cosmological con-
text, we are in the limit of a relativistic perfect ambient
fluid and a positive potential energy, with about 10,000
times the density of the fluid. In a bubble nucleation,
2FIG. 1: bubble nucleation schematic. t0 labels a present day
observer centered at a bubble nucleation event which occurred
δt = r0/c in the past. The last triangle denotes the true vac-
uum region. The dotted line denotes the trajectory of a dark
matter shell in a ΛCDM cosmology. The solid tangent to this
line denotes the actual post nucleation trajectory. The de-
viation of these two lines is observed on the past light cone
indicated by the dashed line. The parameters correspond to
a bubble nucleation event half a Hubble time in the past. On
the left is a schematic second (unobservable) bubble nucle-
ation event which occurs outside our past light cone. The
shaded region is the collision region of the bubbles, inside of
which our analysis is not applicable.
this potential energy is released and results in raising the
entropy of the ambient fluid, and accelerating the fluid
outward, at a Lorenz factor γ ∼ 100. The numerical so-
lution is shown in figure 2. We note that actual phase
transitions can be more complex depending on the prop-
erties of the viscosity[10]. Because most of the energy
always piles up near the bubble wall, the infinite viscos-
ity limit and zero viscosity limits result in similar net
observables.
Most of the converted energy piles up within about
1/γ2 of the bubble wall, with a local overdensity of ∼ γ2.
As we will see below, a bubble might be as big as ∼ Gpc,
which would have a thickness of a few kpc. A bubble
edge passing through our galaxy or solar system would
have minimal impact, except on the most weakly bound
structures. The Oort cloud could experience non-neglible
perturbations, perhaps resulting in enhanced cometary
impacts on earth. The dynamical time at the Oort cloud
is ∼ 107 yr. At this radius, the dark energy contributes
a ∼ 10−3 fractional force of gravity. A bubble passage
changes this force abruptly (shock impulse), potentially
repopulating the loss cone that enters the inner solar sys-
FIG. 2: bubble density profile. Plotted is the dark matter
frame 00 component of the radiation fluid stress energy tensor
ργ2, which is the conserved matter quantity. The inset shows
the shock front on a linear scale.
tem. While small compared to galactic tides, it is also far
out of the adiabatic limit, with a correspondingly larger
effect. It would be tempting to associate a bubble pas-
sage with the dinosaur extinction event 65 Myr ago.
The dynamics of dark matter and baryons inside a bub-
ble is straightforward on subhorizon scales. Each expand-
ing matter shell suddenly stops its dark energy acceler-
ation when the shell passes, and continues moving on
a roughly straight trajectory. For an observer near the
center of the nucleation event the universe still appears
isotropic, but not homogeneous.
We first compute the test particle evolution centered
on the nucleation event. We make the simplifying as-
sumptions that we nucleate from a vacuum dominated
phase, and neglect the finite contribution of dark mat-
ter. These assumptions are good to 20% today, and are
progressively worse in the past. We denote the present
time by t0. We work in the limit where the Hubble H0
constant is the cosmological constant Λ = H20 . The bub-
ble nucleates at a lookback time δt = r0/c≪ 1/H0. Each
shell labelled by m = cz/H0 deviates from its accelerated





The peak blueshift is reached halfway at m = r0/4. The
peak peculiar velocity relative to the unperturbed (CMB)
frame is vmax = (H0r0)
2/8c.
Statistics. – We can currently be living in the false
vacuum, in which case we would be unlikely to see any
3FIG. 3: Bubble size and position allowed by CMB data.
other bubbles on our past lightcone, since any such bub-
ble would expand at close to the speed of light. The
chance of perfect timing coincidence that we could see
both walls of a bubble are ∼ 10−4. We can also live
inside either one bubble, or in the past history of more
than one.
If we live inside a true vacuum bubble, we could either
live near the center, half way to the edge, or near the
edge[11]. We will go through each of these possibilities.
Figure 3 plots the parameter space that is allowed by
observations.
The CMB is an important constraint on isotropy and
homogeneity[12]. Locating us half way out to the bubble
edge maximizes the local velocity relative to the CMB
rest frame. If this is larger than the observed CMB
dipole, the parameter space is ruled out. Our observed
dipole is 700 km/sec. The local peculiar velocity can can-
cel out some of the bulk flow. We use a bulk flow of 2000
km/sec for purposes of setting an upper bound.
The change of background cosmology inside the bub-
ble leads to large scale bulk flows. One of the most
sensitive probes is the kinetic Sunyaev-Zeldovich (kSZ)
effect[13]. An observer at the center of the bubble sees
matter within the true vacuum bubble at a systematic
blueshift relative to the CMB: a matter overdensity re-
sults in a higher CMB temperature, and thus a positive
correlation between matter and the CMB.
The kinetic Sunyaev Zel’dovich effect. – The diffuse
kSZ effect has not been detected yet. However, the up-
per limit of the kSZ power spectrum is tightened signif-
icantly by ongoing experiments such as ACT and SPT.
The latest upper limit of the kSZ power spectrum ∆T 2ℓ
FIG. 4: The bubble generated kSZ effect, as seen by observers
at the bubble center. The steep r0 dependence largely comes
from the peak bulk velocity dependence on r0 (vmax ∝ r
2
0).
The observed ACT/SPT upper limits constrain r0 < 1 Gpc,
even if we neglect all other contributions to the kSZ effect.
at ℓ = 3000 is 2.8-6.5µK2 for SPT [14, 15]and 8µK2 for
ACT[16]. Following the same procedure as in [13], we
calculate the bubble generated kSZ effect, as seen by an
observer at the center (Fig. 4). The kSZ power spectrum





making the kSZ effect a sensitive test of dark energy de-
cay. The kSZ test puts a constraint r0 < 1 Gpc (Fig.
4). This constraint assumes no other kSZ contributions.
In reality, the kSZ contributions from free electrons after
reionization(e.g. [17]) and from patchy reionization can
both reach a few µK2 (e.g [18]). In this sense, the kSZ
constraint r0 < 1 Gpc is rather conservative.
Matter Anisotropy. – For an observer not centered at
the nucleation event, the mean cosmic density will ap-
pear larger in the direction of the nucleation center. The
observer’s peculiar velocity vector relative to the CMB
points towards this center as well. The Hubble constant
exhibits anisotropies. These effects all scale as (H0δt)
2.
We have seen above that the KSZ constraints are less
than 1%. A direct dipole search would need to make
precise measurements of a local dipole.
Cross Correlation. – More sensitive tests arise in a
cross correlation of the distribution of matter with the
CMB. The bubble induced kSZ has the same sign as
the ISW effect, which positively correlates matter fluc-
tuations with CMB temperature. Since we have already
constrained the bubble flow peak to occur at z . 0.05, a
shallow all sky survey is most sensitive. There are indica-
tions of such positive detections[19] in an SDSS-WMAP
4cross correlation, which appear larger than expected for
pure ISW. Similarly, it produces a 2MASS-WMAP cross
correlation at sub-degree scales, which can be compared
to the current weak reported correlations[21]. A cross
correlation of with Planck could confirm this detection.
The peak velocity vmax ≃ 2×10
3(r0/Gpc)
2 km/s at red-
shift zmax ≃ 0.07(r0/Gpc)
2. Since there are no published
2MASS-Planck measurements, we will not perform nu-
merical calculation of the cross correlation signal here.
We use a simple scaling. The dark flow generated kSZ
cross correlation (Fig. 4, [20]) predicts a ∼ 10σ detection
of a bubble with r0 = 1 Gpc through 2MASS-Planck
cross correlation.
Conclusion. – We have studied the physical properties
and observational consequences of recent bubble nucle-
ation events. These events are generic consequences if
our dark energy is a false vacuum due to a strongly first
order hidden sector phase transition, and depends only
weakly on the microscopic properties of the field. They
may account for the current enhanced SDSS-WMAP cor-
relations. Further studies with Planck and 2MASS have
the sensitivity to confirm the presence of these bubbles.
Previous predictions of decay rates shorter than ∼ 20
Gyr likely result in observable consequences.
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